Data-driven diagnostics of terrestrial carbon dynamics over North America
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A B S T R A C T

The exchange of carbon dioxide is a key measure of ecosystem metabolism and a critical intersection between the terrestrial biosphere and the Earth’s climate. Despite the general agreement that the terrestrial ecosystems in North America provide a sizeable carbon sink, the size and distribution of the sink remain uncertain. We use a data-driven approach to upscale eddy covariance flux observations from towers to the continental scale by integrating flux observations, meteorology, stand age, aboveground biomass, and a proxy for canopy nitrogen concentrations from AmeriFlux and Fluxnet-Canada Research Network as well as a variety of satellite data streams from the MODIS sensors. We then use the resulting gridded flux estimates from March 2000 to December 2012 to assess the magnitude, distribution, and interannual variability of carbon fluxes for the U.S. and Canada. The mean annual gross primary productivity (GPP), ecosystem respiration (ER), and net ecosystem productivity (NEP) of the U.S. over the period 2001–2012 were 6.84, 5.31, and 1.10 Pg C yr⁻¹, respectively; the mean annual GPP, ER, and NEP of Canada over the same 12-year period were 3.91, 3.26, and 0.60 Pg C yr⁻¹, respectively. The mean nationwide annual NEP of natural ecosystems over the period 2001–2012 was 0.53 Pg C yr⁻¹ for the U.S. and 0.49 Pg C yr⁻¹ for the conterminous U.S. Our estimate of the carbon sink for the conterminous U.S. was almost identical with the estimate of the First State of the Carbon Cycle Report (SOCCR). The carbon fluxes exhibited relatively large interannual variability over the study period. The main sources of the interannual variability in carbon fluxes included drought and disturbance. The annual GPP and NEP were strongly related to annual evapotranspiration (ET) for both...
1. Introduction

The net exchange of carbon dioxide (CO₂) is a key measure of ecosystem metabolism and a critical intersection between the terrestrial biosphere and the Earth’s climate. Although there is general agreement that North American ecosystems provide a large carbon sink (Goodale et al., 2002; Gurney et al., 2002; Deng et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2011a), the size and distribution of this sink are not well quantified and there are large uncertainties related to sources of variability over space and time. Extreme climate events (Ciais et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2009; Zhao and Running, 2010) and disturbances such as fire (Bowman et al., 2009), hurricanes (Chambers et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2011a), wind storms (McCarthy et al., 2006; Lindroth et al., 2009), and insect outbreaks (Kurz et al., 2008) can substantially alter ecosystem structure and function in ways that cause significant year-to-year variation in carbon budgets. In light of these factors, improved understanding of the variability in carbon dynamics over North America and quantification of associated uncertainties are essential for improving projections of the Earth’s carbon-climate system under future climate conditions (IPCC, 2007).

To date, terrestrial carbon dynamics over North America have been most widely examined through use of ecosystem models (Schimel et al., 2000; Nemani et al., 2002) or inventory approaches (SOCR, 2007; Pan et al., 2011a). The North American Carbon Program (NACP) Regional Interim Synthesis recently conducted a model intercomparison study and compared carbon simulations over North America over the period 2000–2005 from 22 ecosystem models. The model intercomparison showed that carbon fluxes exhibited enormous variability among these models for both spatial and temporal domains (Huntzinger et al., 2012; Raczka et al., 2013). This underscores the fact that, despite the substantial advances in ecosystem modeling, large uncertainties still exist in the spatial and temporal variability of carbon fluxes. Although inventory approaches can constrain this variability to some degree, these surveys capture only some of the relevant fluxes and at time scales that are too coarse for resolving important ecophysiological processes or their underlying drivers (Baldocchi et al., 2001).

In contrast, the eddy covariance (EC) technique provides an alternative approach to estimate net ecosystem exchange (NEE) through direct ecosystem-level measurements (Baldocchi et al., 2001; Baldocchi, 2008). NEE is routinely partitioned into gross primary productivity (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (ER). EC techniques provide quasi-continuous, high-frequency measurements of whole-ecosystem CO₂, water, and energy fluxes that can be used to examine ecosystem response to climate variability and disturbance over a range of time scales (Amiro et al., 2010; Schwalm et al., 2010). Tower-based estimates, however, sample an up-wind distance of a few kilometers, and thus represent a relatively small portion of the landscapes. These observations provide useful information over larger scales only when combined with rigorous methods of upscaling. To date, significant advances have been made in the upscaling of EC flux observations (Xiao et al., 2012). A number of studies have upscaled EC flux observations to large regions using satellite remote sensing data and modeling approaches (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010, 2011a,b; Jung et al., 2009; Ryu et al., 2011), and some of these studies have also used the resulting flux estimates to assess regional terrestrial carbon and water budgets (Sun et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2010, 2011a,b; Zhang et al., 2014).

In our own work with the AmeriFlux network of flux measurement sites across the U.S. (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010, 2011a), we integrated EC flux data with satellite observations to produce continuous GPP and NEE estimates (as opposed to single annual snapshots) for the conterminous U.S., and assessed the magnitude, distribution, and interannual variability of the U.S. terrestrial carbon sink. Compared to inventory approaches and conventional ecological modeling, upscaling methods that explicitly integrate EC flux data and remote observations have the advantage of combining the high-temporal resolution afforded by towers with the broad spatial coverage provided by satellites (Xiao et al., 2008). The use of satellite data in this capacity is logical because remote platforms provide the only means of viewing large portions of the Earth’s surface at regular intervals and the selective absorption and reflectance of light by plants allows orbital sensors to gather large amounts of information relevant to ecosystem functioning.

Despite the growing number of studies in upscaling EC flux observations, the effects of disturbance, stand age and nitrogen availability on ecosystem carbon dynamics have not been explicitly considered. Disturbance and stand age are important drivers of forest structure and function ( Chapin et al., 2011), and are known to influence terrestrial carbon budgets (Liu et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2013). Similarly, the availability of nitrogen (N) is widely recognized as an important constraint on canopy photosynthesis ( Field and Mooney, 1986; Wright et al., 2005) as well as whole-ecosystem carbon gain (Oren et al., 2001; Ainsworth and Long, 2005; Reich et al., 2006; Magnani et al., 2007; LeBauer and Treseder, 2008). In spite of growing scientific understanding of the roles of disturbance and canopy nitrogen in ecosystems, application to continental-scale analyses has lagged because of limited mapping of disturbance ( Kennedy et al., 2010; Masek et al., 2013) and canopy nitrogen concentrations (Ollinger et al., 2008) over large regions.

In this study, we used EC flux observations from 94 sites across the U.S. and Canada, in combination with satellite data streams and new ecological data including stand age and aboveground biomass to generate gridded flux estimates for North America over the period 2000–2012. Our new flux estimates could partly account for the effects of disturbance and nitrogen limitation. The objectives of this study are: (1) to upscale flux observations from EC flux sites to the continental scale and to generate gridded flux estimates; (2) to examine the magnitude and spatial patterns of carbon fluxes; (3) to assess the interannual variability of carbon fluxes at the continental scale; and (4) to evaluate the responses of these fluxes to extreme climate events and large disturbance.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Flux observations

We used the EC flux observations from 68 sites in the U.S. and 26 sites in Canada (Fig. 1; See Supplementary Table S1). This network of EC sites across North America is broadly representative of environmental and climate space with the exception of the far northern (tundra) regions. Hargrove et al. (2003) conducted a multivariate analysis of environmental “data space” and concluded that the central, Midwestern, and northeastern U.S. were well represented...
by the AmeriFlux network, while the southern, southwestern, and Pacific Northwest regions were less well represented by the existing tower sites. Since that analysis, more than 20 new sites have been established in Florida, North Carolina, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Southern California, which increased the spatial coverage and representativeness of the south and southwestern parts of the U.S. In addition, Hargrove et al. (2003) did not consider flux towers in Canada and Mexico. Including the ~20 flux towers that comprised the Fluxnet-Canada Research Network (FCRN) (Coursolle et al., 2006), for example, would have substantially improved the network coverage of environmental space in the northwest. Furthermore, many of the Canadian and newer U.S. towers are disturbed (e.g., harvested, grazed, recently burned, managed, etc.) sites. These EC flux sites also include disturbance chronosequence (Amiro et al., 2010) and afforested chronosequence (Peichl et al., 2010) sites, representing disturbance histories and successional stages – important aspects that were not considered in previous analysis.

In this study, we used the EC flux data from the FLUXNET synthesis dataset (also known as the LaThuile database; http://www.fluxdata.org) for the 68 AmeriFlux sites and the 26 Fluxnet-Canada sites that were available from 2000 to 2007. The LaThuile database is based on a consistent data format, making it easier to manipulate and compare data from different instruments and among regions. This database standardizes and gap-fills the raw 30-min data records of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and energy fluxes submitted by members of regional networks from around the world.

2.2. MODIS data streams

The following data streams from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) were used in this study: enhanced vegetation index (EVI) (Huete et al., 2002), land surface temperature (LST) (Wan et al., 2002), and surface reflectance (Schaaf et al., 2002). These data products are all at 1-km spatial resolution. The LST product is available at 8-day time interval, while EVI and surface reflectance are at 16-day time intervals. The surface reflectance product provides 1-km reflectance data adjusted using the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) as if they were acquired from a nadir view, and represents the best characterization of surface reflectance over a 16-day period (Schaaf et al., 2002).

We used MODIS data products to develop the predictive flux models. For each EC site, we obtained the MODIS ASCII subsets for the period 2000–2007 from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC). For each EC site, the ASCII subsets consist of 7 km × 7 km cutouts surrounding the tower. For each product, the quality assurance flag was used to determine the quality of each pixel for each 8-day or 16-day interval, and each value with poor quality was replaced with the nearest values with good quality using a linear interpolation approach. For each EC flux site, we extracted the average values of the pixels within the 3 km × 3 km area surrounding the tower for each variable. Although the tower footprint is typically much smaller than 9 km², we used the 3 km × 3 km area surrounding the tower rather than the single pixel in which the tower is located. The reason is threefold: first, the tower is often not located right in the middle of the 1 km pixel; second, the footprint of the tower is typically not a circle area surrounding the tower and is instead an upwind elliptical source area; third, the MODIS imagery has geolocation error.

For the continental-scale prediction of carbon fluxes, we obtained MODIS data products (EVI, LST, and surface reflectance) for the U.S. and Canada over the period 2000–2012. For each product at each 8-day or 16-day interval, the individual tiles were mosaicked to generate continental-scale maps. Similarly, for each product, the quality assurance flag was used to determine the quality of each pixel for each interval, and values with poor quality were replaced by the nearest values with good quality using a linear interpolation approach. For both MODIS ASCII subsets and continental-scale surface reflectance data, we calculated the normalized difference water index (NDWI) (Gao, 1996) from near-infrared and shortwave infrared bands. NDWI was shown to be strongly correlated with leaf water content (Jackson et al., 2004) and shallow soil moisture (Fensholt and Sandholt, 2003).

The MODIS land cover map (Friedl et al., 2010) with the University of Maryland classification scheme was used to specify the vegetation type of each pixel for the continental-scale prediction. The vegetation types were regrouped into the following seven broad vegetation types: evergreen forests, deciduous forests, mixed forests, shrublands, savannas, grasslands, and croplands (Fig. 1). Specifically, evergreen needleleaf forests and evergreen broadleaf forests were grouped into evergreen forests, deciduous broadleaf forests and deciduous needleleaf forests into deciduous forests, open shrublands and closed shrublands into shrublands, and woody savannas and savannas into savannas. We used the broad vegetation types rather than a more detailed classification scheme because the number of towers was limited for some vegetation types such as open shrublands and open savannas.

2.3. Climate data

We used photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) data from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset developed by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Mesinger et al., 2006). The NCEP NARR is based on the NCEP Global Reanalysis, and has been improved for the North American domain. The improvements in the model/assimilation have led to substantial improvements in the accuracy of the NCEP NARR data compared to the NCEP-DEO Global Analysis 2 (Mesinger et al., 2006). The spatial resolution of the NARR dataset is approximately 0.3° (or...
~30 km). We used PAR data from NARR from 2000 to 2012, and resampled the data to 1 km resolution to match the resolution of other driving data.

Despite the improvement of the NARR dataset, the PAR data exhibited systematic positive biases compared to the measured PAR data from the EC sites across the continent (Supplementary Fig. S1). We used the tower observations to calibrate the NARR PAR. It should be noted that the PAR (photoclectric) sensors at the EC flux sites gradually degrade over time and typically exhibit a drift of <2% per year (Schmidt et al., 2012) although high values (>10% per year) have been reported and thus annual calibration is needed (Fielder and Comeau, 2000). During the past 6 years, however, the AmeriFlux QA/QC reference PAR sensors have been sent to site for calibration, and the network has also encouraged annual calibrations by the manufacturer. As part of the AmeriFlux QA/QC effort, the lab-calibrated roving system PAR was compared with the PAR observations from 84 sites, and the comparisons showed that the relative instrument error (RIE) was small (−3 ± 14%), although the deviation around the mean was relatively large (Schmidt et al., 2012). The relative bias of NARR PAR compared to tower PAR is often much higher than 3% (Supplementary Fig. S1), and therefore calibrating the NARR PAR using tower observations could reduce the biases in the NARR PAR. We developed a linear regression model between the NARR PAR (PARNARR) and measured tower PAR (PARtower) |PARtower| = 0.70 × PARNARR + 1.05; R2 = 0.70; the units of PAR are MJ m−2 d−1), and then used the linear regression model to calibrate PAR values for all pixels across the continent. The calibrated PAR data were used for the prediction of carbon fluxes at the continental scale.

2.4. Spatial ecological data

Aboveground biomass data were used for our prediction of carbon fluxes. Site-level biomass data were obtained from the site descriptions and/or biological templates. Spatially explicit data on aboveground biomass has recently become available for North America (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006; Blackard et al., 2008), Zhang and Kondragunta (2006) developed a continental-scale forest biomass (foliage biomass, branch biomass, and total aboveground biomass) at a spatial resolution of 1 km using foliage-based generalized allometric models and MODIS data. In addition, Blackard et al. (2008) developed a 1 km aboveground forest biomass dataset from ground measured inventory plots, remotely sensed data, climate data, and other ancillary variables for the conterminous U.S., Alaska, and Puerto Rico. For the continent, we combined these two aboveground biomass datasets. For the U.S., we used the 250-m-resolution aboveground biomass dataset (Blackard et al., 2008); for Canada, we used the continental-scale map derived from MODIS and allometric equations (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006).

We also used the North American Forest Stand Age database derived from forest inventory, large fire polygons, and remotely sensed data (Pan et al., 2011b). This database provides stand age information for each 1 km forested grid cell across North America, and has been used in a continental-scale inversion study (Deng et al., 2013). We used the spatially explicit stand age information to improve the accuracy of flux estimates and to account for the effects of stand age and disturbance on forest carbon dynamics. The stand age of the forested EC flux sites used in this study generally captured the frequency distribution of stand age across the continent based on the continental-scale stand age map (Supplementary Fig. S2). However, the EC flux sites over-represented the frequency distribution for 0–15 years of age and under-represented the distribution for approximately 40–50, 70–90, 110–140, and 160–180 years of age (Supplementary Fig. S2).

A proxy of canopy nitrogen concentrations (%) was used to account for the continuous variation in plant N status as a driver of carbon cycle processes at regional to continental scales. MODIS albedo and channel 2 near-infrared (NIR) reflectance data have been shown to be equally correlated with both leaf N concentrations (%) by mass and maximum photosynthetic rates over large areas (Ollinger et al., 2008). Admittedly, the relationship between albedo and canopy N% is not well established (Knyazikhin et al., 2013; Townsend et al., 2013). Despite its limitations, the tight relationship has been applied to parameterize Farquhar’s photosynthesis model for the estimation of GPP (Ryu et al., 2011). We obtained a canopy N% database for 13 sites in Oregon. Canopy N% was measured for a total of 95 plots at these sites in 2000 and 2001. We extracted NIR reflectance integrated over the peak of the growing season from MODIS for each plot, and calculated the mean and standard deviation of canopy N% and NIR for each site. Canopy N% was significantly correlated with NIR across these sites (Supplementary Fig. S3), showing that NIR explained 30% of the variance in canopy N% in Oregon. In this study, we used the NIR integrated over the peak of the growing season to approximate canopy N% following Ollinger et al. (2008).

2.5. Data-driven approach

A data-driven approach (Xiao et al., 2008) was used to upscale fluxes from towers to the continental scale. This approach is essentially an ensemble of regression models, and generates rule-based predictive models. Each predictive model consists of a number of rule-based sub-models. Each sub-model is associated with a set of rules, each of which is a set of conditions associated with a multivariate linear submodel. The rules can overlap with one another. Altogether, these models can account for the non-linear relationships between carbon fluxes and the explanatory variables. This method also allows both continuous and discrete variables. The predictive accuracy of a rule-based model can be improved by its combination with an instance-based/nearest-neighbor model predicting the target value of a new case using the average predicted values of the n most similar cases (RuleQuest, 2008). Our data-driven approach can generate an ensemble of rule-based models, and the average values from all the models are used to provide the final prediction. This approach has been described in detail in our previous publications (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010).

We developed a predictive model for each carbon flux at the site level using the EC flux data, MODIS data streams, and measured meteorological data. The explanatory variables included land cover type, ETI, LST, NDWI, PAR, canopy N% estimates, stand age, and aboveground biomass. These variables can account for the meteorological and ecological factors influencing GPP, ER, and NER, and can thus be used to develop predictive models for these carbon fluxes (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010). Besides carbon fluxes, we also estimated evapotranspiration (ET) in order to assess the responses of carbon fluxes to drought.

Cross-validation was used to provide an estimate of the predictive accuracy of our predictive models. We used k-fold cross-validation, in which the cases are divided into k blocks of roughly the same size and target value distribution. For each block, a predictive model is developed based on the cases in the remaining blocks, while the cases in the hold-out block is then used to test the model performance (RuleQuest, 2008). We then used the predictive models to estimate fluxes for each 1 km × 1 km grid cell across North America for each 8-day interval over the period 2000–2012. The 8-day interval was chosen to match the compositing period of MODIS data products. Compositing is typically used for MODIS data products to minimize the effects of cloud contamination. We then
used the 13-year gridded flux dataset to examine the magnitude, distribution, and interannual variability of carbon fluxes over North America.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evaluation of our predictive models

The cross-validation results showed that our data-driven predictive models estimated carbon and water fluxes fairly well at the site level (Fig. 2; Table 1). The $R^2$ values ranged from 0.80 to 0.91 and the root mean square error (RMSE) values ranged from 0.72 to 1.37 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ across carbon fluxes. For ET, the $R^2$ values ranged from 0.88 to 0.91, and the RMSE values ranged from 0.32 to 0.44 mm d$^{-1}$. GPP and ET exhibited higher $R^2$ values than ER and NEP, suggesting that GPP and ET were slightly better estimated than ER and NEP. This is mainly because the explanatory variables used in our approach could better account for the controlling factors of GPP and ET than those of ER and NEP. Although the explanatory variables could partly account for air temperature, canopy water content, aboveground biomass, and stand age, soil substrate availability was not explicitly considered. Substrate availability is an important controlling factor of ER and NEP (Davidson et al., 2006).

For forest sites, the addition of stand age and aboveground biomass into the predictive models reduced the mean absolute error (MAE) (Xiao et al., 2010) by 16.9% for GPP, 14.8% for NEP, and 13.2% for ER, while the addition of the proxy for canopy %N (NIR integrated over the peak of the growing season) to the models with stand age and aboveground biomass already included reduced the MAE by an additional 3.3% for GPP, 4.2% for NEP, and 1.7% for ER. For non-forest sites, the addition of the proxy for canopy %N into the predictive models reduced the MAE by 16.3% for GPP, 13.5% for NEP, and 16.4% for ER.

For GPP, NEP, and ET, forests exhibited lower RMSE and slightly higher $R^2$ values than non-forests, showing that our approach had slightly higher accuracy for forests than for non-forests for these fluxes. For ER, forests had higher RMSE and slightly lower $R^2$ values than non-forests for ER, showing that our approach had slightly lower accuracy for forest ER than non-forest ER. The remotely sensed data streams that we used could better capture the properties of litter layers and soils for non-forests than for forests. Litter significantly affects the spectral signature of grasslands, and a small increase in litter fractional cover can have a disproportionately large effect on canopy reflectance (Asner, 1998). Moreover, the MODIS-derived LST was closer to soil surface temperature for non-forests than for forests, while soil respiration has been widely simulated as a function of soil temperature (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994).

Our data-driven approach could thus better capture ER for non-forests than for forests.

3.2. Magnitude and spatial distribution of annual carbon fluxes

The mean annual carbon fluxes over the period 2001–2012 varied substantially over space (Fig. 3). GPP and ER generally exhibited similar spatial patterns, although GPP was systematically higher than ER in most regions. The southeastern U.S. and the northern Pacific Coast of U.S. and Canada exhibited the highest annual GPP (~1500–2000 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$) and ER (~1000–1500 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$). These regions had the highest GPP because of favorable temperature and precipitation (soil moisture) conditions. Some regions in the Pacific Coast assimilated carbon even in the winter because of the dominance of evergreen forests and mild temperatures in the regions (Waring and Franklin, 1979; Anthoni et al., 2002). The Midwest, the Great Plains, the Rocky Mountains, and the forest regions of Canada had intermediate GPP (~800–1200 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$) and ER (~600–800 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$). Many areas in the western U.S., northern Canada, and Alaska exhibited low GPP and ER (<500 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$) because of sparse vegetation, precipitation deficits, or lower temperatures and shorter growing seasons.

NEP generally exhibited similar spatial patterns to GPP and ER. Overall, the eastern U.S. and the Pacific Coast exhibited the highest annual NEP (~300–600 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$); the forested region of Canada and the Rocky Mountains in the U.S. exhibited intermediate NEP (~100–200 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$). A part of the Southwest provided minor carbon sources, while the small region in northeastern Arizona and southeastern Utah exhibited annual NEE of >200 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$. This region was affected by moderate to severe drought in 2000–2003 and 2005, which likely resulted in a net carbon loss. In addition, our predictive model utilized LST to account for ER, and the explanatory variables could not account for the sizes of soil carbon pools and litter. The relatively high temperatures in this region in the summer and the inability of our predictive model to account for soil carbon pools and litter may lead to reduced net carbon uptake or net carbon loss. Many areas in the western U.S., northern Canada, and Alaska had low NEP and were nearly carbon neutral. The spatial patterns of annual carbon fluxes were largely determined by climate, vegetation type, and forest stand age (disturbance and management history) (Xiao and Moody, 2004; Amiro et al., 2010; Peichl et al., 2010).

Unlike our previous upscaling studies for the conterminous U.S. (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010, 2011a), this study used the recently available ecological data: aboveground biomass (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006; Blackard et al., 2008), stand age (Pan et al., 2011b), and a proxy for canopy %N (Ollinger et al., 2008). Our new GPP and NEP estimates were slightly lower than our previous estimates (Supplementary Fig. S4), particularly in the southeastern U.S., mainly because of the use of the new ecological data. Our new flux estimates are likely more accurate than our previous estimates. For example, our previous annual NEP estimates (Xiao et al., 2011a) were higher than 600 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ in many areas in the southeast and were slightly higher than expected.

3.3. Annual GPP, ER, and NEP of the U.S. and Canada

The mean annual GPP, ER, and NEP of the U.S. over the period 2001–2012 were 6.84, 5.31, and 1.10 Pg C yr$^{-1}$, respectively. The mean annual nationwide fluxes varied by vegetation type (Fig. 4). For the U.S., croplands had the highest total annual GPP, ER, and NEP. Similarly, croplands had the highest mean annual ET. It should be noted that C4 and C3 crops were not discriminated and tillage management (e.g., no tillage, low tillage, or full tillage) was not explicitly considered in this study, which might limit the accuracy of cropland flux estimates. Although irrigation/non-irrigation was not explicitly incorporated, EVI and NDWI could account for the effects of drought and soil moisture stress. Altogether, U.S.
forests accounted for 35.0%, 32.5%, and 42.7% of the total GPP, ER, and NEP, respectively, which were comparable to those of croplands (36.5%, 38.7%, and 40.0%, respectively). The ET of U.S. forests (812.9 km³, or 402.2 mm yr⁻¹) was lower than that of croplands (1263.7 km³, or 557.0 mm yr⁻¹). Compared with our previous studies (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010, 2011a), here we used recently available, spatially explicit data layers on stand age (Pan et al., 2011b), aboveground biomass (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006), and canopy nitrogen estimates (Ollinger et al., 2008). For the period 2001–2006, our new estimate of the mean annual GPP of the conterminous U.S. was 6.89 Pg C yr⁻¹, which was 2.4% lower than our previous estimate (Xiao et al., 2010); our new NEP estimates for natural ecosystems and croplands of the conterminous U.S. were 0.34 and 0.44 Pg C yr⁻¹, which were 14.3% and 24.1% higher than our previous estimates (0.63 and 0.58 Pg C yr⁻¹) (Xiao et al., 2011a), respectively.

Fig. 2. Cross-validation of the predictive models for carbon and water fluxes for North America: GPP for forests (a) and non-forests (b); ER for forests (c) and non-forests (d); NEP for forests (e) and non-forests (f); and ET for forests (g) and non-forests (h).
The mean nationwide annual NEP of natural ecosystems over the period 2001–2012 was 0.53 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) for the U.S. and 0.49 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) for the conterminous U.S. Biomass burning emissions were not included in our estimate. If fire emissions (0.06 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) (Wiedinmyer, 2007) were deducted from our estimate, then the size of the carbon sink for the conterminous U.S. was 0.43 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\), which was 24.6% lower than our previous estimate (0.57 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) (Xiao et al., 2011a). Our estimate was similar to the estimate (0.49 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) of the first State of the Carbon Cycle Report (SOCCR, 2007) and is also within the range (0.30–0.58 g C yr\(^{-1}\)) of an earlier estimate (Pacala et al., 2001). Our approach makes use of continuous flux observations from EC flux towers that represent direct samples of net CO\(_2\) exchange from sites encompassing a variety of North American biomes and climate types. These data were not utilized in most previous U.S. carbon budget studies (Houghton et al., 1999; Schimel et al., 2000; Pacala et al., 2001; SOCCR, 2007).

The mean annual GPP, ER, and NEP of Canada over the 12-year period were 3.91, 3.26, and 0.60 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\), respectively. Our GPP estimate for Canada’s landmass is 45.6% higher than a recent estimate (2.68 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) based on an ecosystem model (Gonsamo et al., 2013). Evergreen forests had the highest contribution to Canada’s annual GPP, ER, and NEP; mixed forests, shrublands, and croplands had intermediate contributions; deciduous forests, savannas, and grasslands had the lowest values (Fig. 4). Evergreen forest lands and savannas had the largest fraction of total annual ET; mixed forests and croplands had intermediate contributions to total ET; deciduous forests, shrublands, and grasslands the lowest contribution to total Canadian ET (Fig. 4).

Our mean annual NEP of natural ecosystems for Canada over the period 2001–2012 was 0.55 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\), which was higher than previous estimates of Canada’s terrestrial carbon sink. Previous estimates for net biome productivity (NBP) for Canada’s forests ranged from −0.10 to 0.25 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) (Kurz and Apps, 1999; Chen et al., 2000, 2003). A recent forest inventory study estimated the carbon sink of Canada’s forests to be 0.01 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) for the period 2000–2007 (Pan et al., 2011a). It should be noted that our estimates did not include fire emissions and the mortality induced by mountain pine beetle outbreaks in western Canada and droughts in
central Canada. Scaling the area burned for the 2001–2012 period for Canada (2 × 10⁴ km² yr⁻¹; CIFFC, 2014) with emission estimates (Amiro et al., 2009) gives a fire combustion emission of about 0.024 Pg yr⁻¹. In British Columbia alone, the outbreaks of mountain pine beetle led to the release of 0.27 Pg C during 2000–2020 (Kurz et al., 2008). With fire emissions and the effects of insect outbreaks deducted, our estimate of Canada’s carbon sink was still higher than previous estimates.

We compared our sink estimates against results from a nested atmospheric inversion model (Deng and Chen, 2011). Deng and Chen (2011) used an atmospheric CO₂ inversion approach to quantify carbon sinks and sources at regional scales by dividing North America into 28 regions. There was a fairly good linear relationship between our net flux estimates and the inversion results (Fig. 5). This enhanced our confidence in our continental-scale flux estimates given the fact that our method was a bottom-up approach and the inversion results were based on a top-down approach. Nevertheless, our sink estimates were much higher than the inversion results. Our estimates overestimated the magnitude of carbon sinks for some regions compared to the inversion likely because the effects of fire emission and bark beetle disturbances were not fully considered and our approach cannot capture the direct emissions from fire disturbance. In addition, our approach cannot account for heterotrophic respiration well because of lack of spatially explicit information on the sizes and changes in soil organic carbon and litterfall. Our estimates therefore are essentially NEP, not net biome productivity (NBP) as estimated by the inversion.

3.4. Interannual variability in carbon fluxes of the U.S. and Canada

The carbon fluxes exhibited year-to-year variations during the period from 2001 to 2012 (Fig. 6). For the U.S., GPP exhibited relatively large interannual variability with the highest GPP in
2007 (7.29 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) and the lowest GPP in 2011 (6.51 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)), and the GPP of 2007 was 12.0% higher than that of 2011. The annual GPP of 2002, 2006, 2009, and 2012 were also relatively low. The annual ER exhibited slightly smaller variability with the highest ER in 2007 (5.60 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) and the lowest flux in 2002 (5.10 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)), and the ER of 2007 was 9.8% higher than that of 2011. NEP also exhibited relatively larger interannual variability than either GPP or ER with the highest NEP in 2005 (1.25 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) and the lowest NEP in 2009 (0.90 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)); NEP of 2005 was 38.9% higher than that of 2009. Three years (2001, 2007, and 2010) had relatively high annual NEP, while other years (2002, 2006, 2011, and 2012) had relatively low NEP.

For Canada, GPP, NEP, and ET exhibited relatively larger interannual variability than ER (Fig. 6). The years of 2001, 2005, 2006, 2010, and 2012 had high GPP and ER; 2003, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2011 had intermediate fluxes; 2002 and 2009 had low GPP and ER. Similar to that of the U.S., the NEP of Canada also exhibited relatively large interannual variability with the highest NEP in 2005 (0.67 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) and the lower NEP in 2009 (0.53 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)). NEP in 2005 was 26.4% higher than that in 2009. Both 2004 and 2007 had slightly lower NEP (0.65 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) than 2005. The year of 2002 also had low NEP (0.54 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)).
The main sources of the interannual variability in the carbon fluxes over North America included drought and disturbance. The annual ET of the U.S. exhibited relatively large interannual variability with the highest ET in 2007 (371.4 km² yr⁻¹) and the lowest value in 2002 (330.8 km² yr⁻¹), and the ET of 2007 was 12.3% higher than that of 2002. The years of 2004 and 2005 also had relatively high ET, and others years had intermediate or low ET. The annual ET (km² yr⁻¹) was strongly correlated with annual GPP (Pg C yr⁻¹) for the U.S. (ET = 0.002 × GPP − 0.39, R² = 0.76, p < 0.001) and Canada (ET = 0.002 × GPP + 0.62, R² = 0.95, p < 0.001) (Fig. 7). There were moderate relationships between annual ET (km² yr⁻¹) and annual NEP (Pg C yr⁻¹) for both the U.S. (ET = 0.0006 × NEP − 1.03, R² = 0.42, p < 0.05) and Canada (ET = 0.0004 × NEP − 0.23, R² = 0.38, p < 0.05) (Fig. 7). These results demonstrated that the carbon and water cycles are closely coupled, and low ET associated with large water deficits can lead to significant declines in carbon fluxes.

We used the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (Palmer, 1965) to delineate the extent and severity of drought. The global PDSI data with 0.5° spatial resolution (Zhao and Running, 2010) was used in this study. North America experienced frequent severe droughts during the study period. For example, drought affected 41.5%, 27.8%, and 19.2% of North America in 2002, 2006, and 2011, respectively (Fig. 8). In many areas affected by drought, annual ET exhibited negative anomalies. The negative anomalies in ET corresponded to negative anomalies in both GPP and ER. Annual GPP exhibited relatively larger reduction in drought years than annual ER did, leading to a reduction in annual NEP. This is consistent with recent findings based on modeling (Xiao et al., 2009) and EC flux data (Schwalm et al., 2010).

Large fires also led to declines in regional carbon fluxes (Figs. 9 and 10). Fig. 9 shows anomalies of annual carbon and water fluxes within large fire polygons. These fire polygons were obtained from the historical large fire database for Alaska from the Bureau of Land Management, Alaska Forest Service (http://afmaps.blm.gov). According to the database, there were 160 large fires in Alaska in 2004, and altogether, these fires burned 2.7 × 10⁸ km² of land. The information on the type of primary fuel is available for 70 of the fires: 37.1% of the 70 fires were tundra, brushes, and grass, and the remainder was black spruce. The carbon fluxes (GPP, ER, and NEP) exhibited negative anomalies within the fire polygons. However, the fires did not lead to large anomalies in ET. Similarly, annual carbon fluxes exhibited anomalies within fire polygons in Canada (Fig. 10). The fire polygons were obtained from the Canadian Large Fire Database (LFDB) from the Canadian Forest Service (Stocks et al., 2002). The decline in GPP was larger than that in ER, leading to a decline in NEP. The annual ET also exhibited negative anomalies within fire polygons. In 2005, fires burned 1.9 × 10⁸ km² of land in Canada. The large fires in the U.S. and Canada led to declines in annual carbon fluxes. Our previous studies also showed that hurricanes can also reduce regional carbon uptake (Xiao et al., 2010, 2011a).

Our results showed that drought and disturbances had substantial impacts on carbon fluxes at regional to continental scales.
Fig. 8. Anomalies of annual carbon and water fluxes and annual PDSI for 2002, 2006, and 2011. The anomalies are relative to the means over the period 2001–2012. The units for carbon fluxes are g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) and the units for ET are mm yr\(^{-1}\).
 Chronosequence and modeling studies have also showed disturbances such as fire, hurricanes, wind storms, and insect outbreaks substantially alter carbon fluxes in North America (Kurz et al., 2008; Amiro et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011). Drought is projected to become more frequent and more severe in the mid-latitudes during the remainder of the 21st century under different climate change scenarios (IPCC, 2007). Extreme climate events and disturbances will likely have larger impacts on the terrestrial carbon cycle over North America.

3.5. Sources of uncertainty

Our flux estimates are associated with several sources of uncertainty. First, the spatial data that we used for the prediction of carbon fluxes at the continental scales have significant uncertainty. For example, the stand age (Pan et al., 2011a) and aboveground biomass (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006; Blackard et al., 2008) data sets likely have substantial uncertainty. The main sources of uncertainty in the stand age map include older, inconsistent, and coarse resolution inventory data, incomplete data of unmanaged northern boreal forests, inaccurate determination of age at FIA sample plots, use of average ages for uneven-aged stands, and the algorithm for dating/mapping fire scar areas (Pan et al., 2011b). The remote sensing dating/mapping approach alone could introduce errors of $\pm 7$ yr (Chen et al., 2003). The U.S. forest biomass map had significant uncertainty, with the relative error ranging from 0.51 to 0.92 for different geographical regions (Blackard et al., 2008). Uncertainty in land cover classification (Friedl et al., 2010) is likely the most complex case because it affects the suite of parameters specified for an area and introduces errors into flux estimates. The overall accuracy of the MODIS land cover map was about 75% (Friedl et al., 2010), indicating that the biases in the land cover map could introduce significant uncertainty to the flux estimates.

Second, the EC flux data used to develop the predictive models also have uncertainty. For example, the EC observations contain significant uncertainty including systematic errors from insensitivity to high-frequency turbulence, random errors from inadequate sample size associated with averaging period, vertical and horizontal advection issues, and selection criteria for removing periods of inadequate mixing or low turbulence (Hollinger and Richardson, 2005; Loescher et al., 2006). Moreover, the gap-filling techniques used to fill EC data gaps can introduce uncertainty on the order of $\pm 25$ g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ (Moffat et al., 2007). Despite the larger number of EC sites, some geographical regions, vegetation types, and climate types are still under-represented. The under-representativeness of EC flux towers will presumably affect our flux estimates. In our analysis, carbon flux estimates will exhibit larger uncertainties in regions under-represented by towers.
Third, our approach does not account for some controlling factors of carbon fluxes. For example, our approach cannot account for factors such as the magnitude and dynamics of soil organic carbon pools as well as disturbance type. Moreover, the spatial data layers including land cover and aboveground biomass were both static layers and constant were for 2001–2012. In reality, the land cover type may have changed over the study period due to forest management and land use activities, succession, or stand-replacing disturbances. Aboveground biomass pools could also have changed over the study period, especially for young and fast growing forest stands. Future efforts should incorporate dynamic land cover products, although the derivation of dynamic land cover and biomass data remains a challenge because of the substantial uncertainty in land cover classification and change detection.

Finally, we did not distinguish C4 and C3 crops in the Midwest because the lack of spatially explicit information on the type of photosynthesis pathway at the continental scale. The C4 photosynthesis pathway has higher rate of leaf photosynthesis than plants with the C3 pathway, but some studies showed that there was no consistent difference between the two groups (Sneydon, 1991). Moreover, we did not explicitly account for agricultural management practices.

The quantification of the uncertainty in our gridded flux estimates is beyond the scope of this study given the various sources and complex nature of the uncertainty. The assessment of full uncertainty remains a challenge in the realm of terrestrial ecosystem modeling. Current approaches are used to assess the uncertainty from different sources such as input data (Zhang et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2011b), model parameters (Verbeeck et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2014), and model structure (Wang et al., 2011; Huntzinger et al., 2012). We previously quantified the uncertainty in carbon fluxes resulting from the uncertainty in land cover maps (Xiao et al., 2011b) and model parameters (Xiao et al., 2014). New techniques are still needed to quantify the full uncertainty of flux estimates at regional to continental scales.

4. Conclusions

Our data-driven approach could estimate carbon fluxes fairly well and upscale flux observations from AmeriFlux and Fluxnet-Canada sites to the continental scale. Our gridded flux estimates provide independent, alternative estimates to recent North American ecosystem carbon exchange from March 2000 to December 2012 compared to conventional inventory approaches, ecosystem modeling, and atmospheric inversion. The mean annual GPP, ER, and NEP of the U.S. over the period 2001–2012 were 6.84, 5.31, and 1.10 Pg C yr$^{-1}$, respectively; the mean annual GPP, ER, and NEP of Canada over the 12-year period were 3.91, 3.28, and 0.60 Pg C yr$^{-1}$, respectively. Our estimate of the U.S. carbon sink is almost identical with that of the first SOCCR report. The carbon fluxes of North America exhibited relatively large interannual variability during the study period. The dry years of 2002, 2006, 2009, 2011, and 2012 had relatively low annual NEP, particularly for the U.S. The main sources of the interannual variability in the carbon fluxes over North America included drought and disturbance. These extreme events are expected to become more frequent and more severe during the remainder of the 21st century, and they will likely have larger impacts on the terrestrial carbon dynamics over North America.
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